Pokemon Ruby and Sapphire Post-Game
Completionist Checklist
List of Post-Game Objectives to complete in Pokemon Ruby and Sapphire for the
GameBoy Advance. There is not a "bonus" for completing all of these objectives
beyond the Diploma for completing the Pokedex. This list is designed to help the player
experience the most possible out of the games.

Pokedex Entries - Requires both Ruby and Sapphire Versions, two game systems,
and a link-cable
See all 200 in the Hoenn Pokedex (not including Jirachi and Deoxys)
Capture all In-Game Legendary Pokemon
Regirock - Static Encounter in the Desert Ruins near Route 111, follow this long in-depth guide to unlock the
encounter: bit.ly/RegiGuide
Regice - Static Encounter in the Island Cave on Route 105, follow this long in-depth guide to unlock the encounter:
bit.ly/RegiGuide
Registeel - Static Encounter in the Ancient Tomb south of Route 120, follow this long in-depth guide to unlock the
encounter: bit.ly/RegiGuide
Latias - SAPPHIRE VERSION EXCLUSIVE - Wandering Hoenn after defeating the Elite Four after watching the TV
downstairs with your mom.
Latios - RUBY VERSION EXCLUSIVE - Wandering Hoenn after defeating the Elite Four after watching the TV
downstairs with your mom.
Kyogre - SAPPHIRE VERSION EXCLUSIVE - Static Encounter in the Cave of Origin during the main story
Groudon - RUBY VERSION EXCLUSIVE - Static Encounter in the Cave of Origin during the main story

Rayquaza - Static Encounter in the Sky Pillar after defeating the Elite Four.
Register all 200 Pokemon as caught in the Hoenn Pokedex (not including Jirachi or Deoxys). See this checklist:
bit.ly/RubySapphirePokedex
Receive the Diploma from the Game Freak developer on the top floor of the Cove Lily Motel in Lilycove City after
completing the Hoenn Pokedex
Bonus: Complete National Pokedex Objectives (not originally possible when the game released so not a mandatory
completionist objective)
Bonus: Obtain the National Pokedex, received after trading with FireRed, LeafGreen, or Emerald Versions
Bonus: Register all Pokemon as captured in the National Pokedex (excludes Mew, Ho-Oh, Lugia, Celebi, Jirachi,
and Deoxys) -- requires trading from other 3rd generation games including FireRed, LeafGreen, Emerald, and/or
Colosseum/XD: Gale of Darkness for the GameCube
See these checklists: bit.ly/FRLGPokedex and bit.ly/Gen2inGen3
Bonus: Receive the Diploma from the Game Freak developer on the top floor of the Cove Lily Motel in Lilycove City
after completing the National Pokedex
Bonus: Obtain Event and otherwise "unobtainable" Pokemon
Bonus: Obtain Mew - Not obtainable via standard gameplay. May be traded from Emerald if used a cheating
device to complete the Faraway Island event or may be added by a cheating device directly.
Bonus: Obtain Ho-Oh - Not obtainable via standard gameplay. Transfer from Pokemon Colosseum on the
GameCube after completing the Mt. Battle challenge. May also be traded from Emerald/FireRed/LeafGreen if used
a cheating device to complete the Naval Rock event or may be added by a cheating device directly.
Bonus: Obtain Lugia - Not obtainable via standard gameplay. Transfer from Pokemon XD: Gale of Darkness on
the GameCube after purified, related to the main events in the game. May also be traded from
Emerald/FireRed/LeafGreen if used a cheating device to complete the Naval Rock event or may be added by a
cheating device directly.
Bonus: Obtain Celebi - Not obtainable via standard gameplay. Was only distributed during 3rd Generation on the
Japanese-only Bonus Disc for Pokemon Colosseum. Only feasible to obtain by using a cheating device in US and
PAL Regions.
Bonus: Obtain Jirachi - Event Pokemon not obtainable through standard gameplay. May be obtained using a
cheating device or from the Pokemon Colosseum Pre-Order Bonus Disc for GameCube (US Only) or Pokemon
Channel for GameCube (PAL Region Only)
Bonus: Obtain Deoxys - Event Pokemon not obtainable through standard gameplay. May be traded from
Emerald/FireRed/LeafGreen if used a cheating device to complete the Birth Island event or may be added to a
cheating device directly.

Battle Tower
Silver Shield - Achieve 50 consecutive wins in the Battle Tower
Gold Shield - Achieve 100 consecutive wins in the Battle Tower
Winning Ribbon - Awarded to all participating Pokemon after 56 straight wins in level 50 mode in the Battle Tower
Victory Ribbon - Awarded to all participating Pokemon after 56 straight wins in level 100 mode in the Battle Tower

Contests
Win all ranks of the Beauty Contests
Normal Rank
Super Rank
Hyper Rank
Master Rank with painting for earning over 800 points
Win all ranks of the Coolness Contests
Normal Rank
Super Rank
Hyper Rank
Master Rank with painting for earning over 800 points
Win all ranks of the Cuteness Contests
Normal Rank
Super Rank
Hyper Rank
Master Rank with painting for earning over 800 points
Win all ranks of the Smartness Contests
Normal Rank
Super Rank
Hyper Rank
Master Rank with painting for earning over 800 points
Win all ranks of the Tough Contests
Normal Rank
Super Rank
Hyper Rank
Master Rank with painting for earning over 800 points

Obtain 4 Stars on the Trainer Card
Enter the Hall of Fame
Complete the Hoenn Pokedex (except for Jirachi and Deoxys)
Defeat 50 trainers in a row in the Battle Tower
Win all five Master Rank contests and achieve all five paintings in the Lilycove Museum (must win with at least 800

points earned)

Collectibles and Gifts
Obtain all TMs - see this checklist: bit.ly/RubySapphireEmeraldTMs
Obtain all In-Game Gift Pokemon
Lileep/Anorith - Revive the Fossil found in the sand in the Route 111 Desert on the second floor of the Devon Co. in
Rustboro City (must choose between the Root Fossil and Claw Fossil)
Castform - Given by a scientist in the Weather Institute upstairs after defeating the Aqua/Magma Admin
Wynaut - Hatch the egg given by an old woman in Lavaridge Town
Beldum - Found in Steven's House in Mossdeep City after defeating the Elite Four
Complete all In-Game Trades
Trade a Skaloth to a child in the house next to the Rustboro City gym to receive a Makuhita - holds an X Attack,
has enhanced Tough condition
Trade a Pikachu to a lady in the treehouse near the Fortree City Pokemon Center to receive a Skitty - holds a
Glitter Mail, has enhanced Cute condition
Trade a Bellossom to a woman in a house in Pacifidlog Town to receive a Corsola - holds a Tropic Mail, has
enhanced Beauty condition
Bonus: Obtain all Berries (extremely difficult) - see this checklist: bit.ly/RubySapphireEmeraldBerries

Miscellaneous Activities
Rematch and defeat the Elite Four's enhanced teams
Complete all chambers of the Trick House
Puzzle 1 - requires Cut - Hiding under the desk; Orange Mail found in the middle of the maze; "Trick Master is
fabulous"; Reward is a Rare Candy
Puzzle 2 - requires Dynamo Badge - Hiding behind the right tree; Wave Mail found near the entrance, Harbor Mail
in far northwest corner of room; "Trick Master is smart"; Reward is a Timer Ball
Puzzle 3 - requires Heat Badge and Rock Smash - Hiding in the right dresser; Wood Mail near Pickicker Martha,
Shadow Mail near Hiker Alan; "Trick Master is coveted"; Reward is a Hard Stone
Puzzle 4 - requires Balance Badge and Strength - Hiding behind the left window; Mech Mail near Black Belt Yuki;
"Trick Master is cool"; Reward is a Smoke Ball
Puzzle 5 - requires Feather Badge - Hiding in the left planter; No items found; "Trick Master is a genius"; Reward is
TM12 (Taunt)
Puzzle 6 - requires Mind Badge - Hiding inside the right cupboard; Glitter Mail near exit of the room; "Trick Master
is my life"; Reward is a Magnet
Puzzle 7 - requires Rain Badge - Hiding behind the right window; Tropic Mail to the right of Hex Maniac Patricia;
"Trick Master is huggable"; Reward is a PP Max
Puzzle 8 - requires entering the Hall of Fame - Hiding under the first left cushion; Bead Mail between the upper

and lower area; "Trick Master I love"; Reward is a Red Tent (Ruby) / Blue Tent (Sapphire)
Bonus: Access Mirage Island - Overwhelmingly rare to access this island where access is granted based on invisible
values related to a Pokemon's personality. An individual Pokemon has a 1/65536 chance of causing the island to
appear each day. If the game cartridge's internal battery is dead, the invisible numbers causing Mirage Island to spawn
will never change. Talk to an NPC in Pacifidlog Town to see if any Pokemon in the party allow access to Mirage Island
at that time
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